“Where latest trends do the talking”

INTRODUCTION
Nalin Dresses is a leading manufacturer and supplier of unmatched, quality
uniforms. Our sound infrastructure allows the production of quality uniforms
at affordable prices. Being a noble manufacturer and supplier of best quality
uniforms pan India, we offer a wide range of products including corporate
uniforms, industrial
uniforms, school uniforms,
promotional uniforms,
tracksuits, school t-shirts,
college uniforms, and so
on.

Quality Compliances
We excel in producing the ﬁnest quality fabrics and have
an assortment of all school uniforms which are
comfortable and trendy. Our clothing line is completely
tailor-made, in accordance to our clients' requirements.

We have devised strict quality measures to provide defectfree units of items which can be put to desired use. We have
committed a bunch of designers, quality driven tailors and
efﬁcient logistics staff members, who give their cent per
cent in running and growing our product line.

VERTICALS
College Uniforms

Promotions Uniforms

Corporate Uniforms

Tracksuit

School Uniforms

Schools T-Shirts

Our Product Range
Uniforms: Say no to boring uniforms and switch to stylish & trendy
ones. We have a wide range of uniforms for everyone from school
students to industry workers. Our product lineup includes several
kinds of uniforms that can be worn in academic institutes, formal
meetings, industrial workplaces, and so on.
Sports T-Shirts: Nalin Dresses tailors designer and colorful Sports TShirts with monogram (if required by the client). These T-Shirts are
made of soft fabric that is easy to wash and is ﬁt for various purposes
including a formal outing, a relaxing holiday, or even for the schools'
sports activities.
Tracksuit: We have various types of tracksuits serving different
purposes. These are dry ﬁt and can be worn in all seasons (summer,
rainy, spring, winters). Our wide range of tracksuits includes options
suited for camping, hiking, sports, and gym sessions.
Jackets: Nalin Dresses offers elegant jackets perfectly tailor-made
for all age groups with several colors and designs to choose from. We
manufacture jackets keeping in mind the demands and preferences
of our clients driven by the market trends.

BLAZERS
Our product lineup boasts of blazers of different fabric and material best
suited for winter season. The range includes blazers for all age groups best
suited for professional and academic purposes.

Fabrics used to fabricate our dresses

Shirts : Polyester/ Cotton
Pants : Mattie/Trevin
Jackets : Woven Fabric/Mattie/Trevin,
Blazers : Woolen Fabric/Mattie/Checks
Skirt : Mattie
Tie : Jacquard/ Polyester
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